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Introduction
The kultúrAktív Association was founded 10 years
ago. What initially started as a single project,
turned into a true movement in the meantime. We
have compiled our anniversary publication on this
occasion. It serves as an introduction, retrospection, evaluation and acknowledgement to all those
people who cooperated with us in the accomplishment of our goals.
Us, the founding members met in Germany 10
years ago for the first time. We were scholarship
holders of the Cultural Manager Program of the
Robert Bosch Foundation and we were excited to
gather around a table in a Berlin restaurant. The
town of Pécs was just about getting ready for the
opening ceremony of the European Capital of Culture and we wanted to contribute to the success
of the event series with a joint initiative. Thinking
back now it seems unbelievable how quickly we
managed to work out a common vision: we were
dreaming of of a project that addressed the children of Pécs, which brought them closer to their
town and had a long-term positive impact. The
idea of the book entitled Pécs gyerekeknek (Pécs
for Children) was born that night and on the very
next day we started to implement our idea. While

working with feverish eagerness we got to know a
new area created in the intersection of pedagogy
and architecture, called built environment education. Soon it was decided: we wanted to dig deeper into this field also in the long-term. Our goal
was to promote this topic in Hungary as well and to
establish the foundations of built environment education. We founded the kultúrAktív Association,
which soon after entered a dynamically developing
trajectory.
In the last 10 years hundreds of members, volunteers and interested individuals joined our work
and together we managed to accomplish numerous innovative projects. We were granted several
awards and acknowledgements and we had the
opportunity to work with amazing partners, who
inspired us and whom we are also trying to inspire.
In our anniversary edition we will review these results and experiences.
And where will we be in 10 years’ time? We hope
that on the same path. And if we can only wish one
thing for us: we wish to look back in ten years’ time
with the same pride, joy and no little surprise like
we do now!
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Welcoming words

Eszter Tóth
President

When we founded the association 10 years ago, we had no idea that we were
going to go this far. We were eager to trigger the curiosity of the younger generation towards the built environment and to propagate the methodology
of built environment education in Hungary. The fact that in the last decade
we managed to address that many children, pedagogues and architects,
we developed and implemented so many innovative ideas and that we could
have such a broad impact is thanks to our continuously growing and enthusiastic kultúrAktív community and to the high number of inspiring and supporting partners. Now, on the occasion of our 10th anniversary we are proud
and happy to present our history and results in this publication, saying a big
thank you to all, who supported our work as active members, volunteers, partners or supporters. We are eager to see what the following 10 years will bring!

In my childhood, together with my little brother, we often imagined having a
magic wand, which helped us to transform our environment. While walking
around in our town we repaired the crumbling plaster on the walls, we turned
the desolate parks into green areas, we filled the potholes on the roads and
we transformed the potentially life-threatening playground into a magical garden in our imagination. For me kultúrAktív is like that magic wand; with its help
everyone can participate in the shaping of our urban environment. When we
founded the Association 10 years ago, we had no idea that so many people
will pick up this magic wand and that so many members, volunteers, experts,
partners and supporters will join us in our work and that we can address so
many children, teachers, architects and interested individuals with our programmes, publications and games. We are thankful to all who joined us on
our path and we would love all of you to stay with us in the next ten years!
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I remember that the Fuga was full when I arrived at a conference. There
was only one place left, next to a girl who was working on her presentation. When the kultúrAktív Association was next to be presented, this girl
next to me stood up and in her dynamic presentation told us that the area,
which I found very valuable within landscape architecture, namely active
participation in shaping the environment and raising awareness of the
younger generation, is called built environment education. The presentation by Eszter Tóth had a profound effect on my professional and personal
development. What initially was an exciting interest, slowly became a profession: from a volunteer I became a member, from a member I became
Vice President of kultúrAktív. During our joint experiences, I have seen the
commitment and passion of the members and their amazing creativity
and professional level of expertise that bring about unbelievable results.
The community, its voluntary energy and value-creating devotion impress
and touch me every single day. I wish that this energy leads to the accomplishment of much more dreams in the coming 10 years!

Ágnes Sebestyén

Éva Tóthné Pfaff

Vice President

Financial Manager

Anna Szilágyi-Nagy
Vice President

As a financial expert with experience in the administration of associations
I have been performing the financial and administrative tasks since the foundation of the Association. At the beginning I have thought that I will support
kultúrAktív during the founding period, but somehow I got “stuck” here and
ever since I have been actively participating at the work of the Association.
I learnt a lot of interesting and valuable things in the past 10 years from the
professional programs of the Association and I am also keen on participating at various sessions and projects of the Association. I am proud that all
projects, events and activities of the past period were accomplished in the
spirit of the original goals and that I was able to contribute to their success
due to my economist background. Our Association with its versatile and always forward-thinking activities significantly contributed to the propagation
of built environmental education and in the meanwhile we have learnt an awful lot from each other. I wish that this stays the same in the coming 10 years!
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Who are we?

KultúrAktív is a public benefit non-governmental
organization dedicated to sensitizing children and
young people to the built environment. We organize
activities that inspire the younger generation to discover, observe, and understand their immediate and
extended environment, and to participate in shaping
it. Our activities also strengthen local identity and
encourage the participants to take responsibility for
their built environment. Our Association is dedicated
to advancing and promoting built environment education by organizing events, publishing professional
books, carrying out research, and maintaining a close
collaboration with professional and educational organizations. Theory and practice are equally important in our work; research, reflection and working on
location with children are parallel activities.

We collaborate with other Hungarian organizations and individuals in the field, including
architects, educators, schools and universities,
professional chambers and local governments.
We intend to raise awareness and disseminate
knowledge of built environment education and to
create a dynamically developing and growing professional network.
Among our members there are architects, landscape architects, teachers and pre-school educators, cultural managers and art historians, who
all enrich our Association with their various skills,
research topics and methods.
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Our members

Gabriella Pataky
Art educator, Professor

Judit Zajacz
Architect
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Since 2016 we have started applying guerrilla-style methods in order to
build in the pedagogical implications of our built environment, which
is defining our everyday life, but it is only mistily silhouetting behind
the sharply defined and visible details, by linking them to the complex,
contemporary contents of visual education. Ever since our ELTE TÓK
(Faculty of Primary and Preschool Education) pre-school teacher candidates, who are graduating and starting their carrier year after year, carry
on – in a multiplier role – and spread the message to the children they are
entrusted with that this scope is of huge importance, no matter which
kind of town or city we are living in this ever urbanizing world. Nowadays
we openly, radically stand up for this “area”, bringing up responsible personalities for sustainable communities.

I experienced the power of children’s attention seven years ago for the
first time, as a volunteer of kultúrAktív. At that time I was mainly participating at scale modelling events; I got closer to the respective methods
by researching the topic of visual education. Later on, as active member
it became obvious for me: a simple experience can become the indicator
of complex processes – independently from age groups. As a practising
architect I can say that all similar initiatives make sense also under other circumstances; consciousness is crucial from the sides of all project
participants. By sensitizing and by applying liberating methods attention,
expression of opinion, which are also required for the planning processes,
can be brought to the surface; furthermore the recognition how a decision
can impact the final result (appearance/usability/sustainability/lovability
of a building) and how it impacts the environment and the users. Us.
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Our members

Sarolta Rozgonyi
Editor, Author

linguist

graphic designer

lecturer

tourism
expert

art historian

student

lawyer

teacher

landscape
architect

The space surrounding us holds wonderful experiences to be discovered: the
cobbles we step on, the gate we are going through, the ornamentation on the
house opposite, the elaborate dragons used as bumper or shoe scraper next
to one of the gates located on the Rákóczi Street, Zsolnay roof tiles on the top of
the Museum of Applied Arts… Our continuously reviving environment holds so
many stories, information and curiosities, tells stories about the fate of people,
the past and present. Sometimes it’s easy to decode the messages, but other
times a little help might be needed. Even well-informed people can learn a lot
during a guided tour! Imagine then how much can children learn, especially
if we combine exploring with a game, if we wrap it up in a story, if children as
participants can get to know the town/city they are living in while imagining
themselves into a situation. These are the exact reasons why I am organising
exploratory walks, writing books and blogs and I decided to join kultúrAktív.

Mainly the enthusiasm and unconditional commitment of the members
captivated me in kultúrAktív. I have slowly accumulated nearly 10 years of
experience in my profession and I have experienced success alongside disappointment (in terms of my professional carrier). I consider myself a very rational person, but during the cooperation with the Association I learnt that in
this community the rules of mathematics do not apply: two plus two sometimes add up to five, or to six and sometimes to eight. The success experienced during the Safecity project confirms this overwhelming power. For
me the most important message of kultúrAktív is that we have to believe in
good things and in dreams, because they can come true! Thank you for allowing me to be part of this great team and special thanks to Anna SzilágyiNagy, who in this grim, rushing world full of numbers and expectations is
still able to stop and be the greatest dreamer. She inspires me to do same!

Anita Reith
Landscape Architect
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Our members

Lili Divéki
Psychology student, kultúrAktív
Communication manager

Mária Tatai
Architect
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Playfulness and good atmosphere attracted me to kultúrAktív when I was
a secondary school student and which have kept me here until now; however I didn’t even want to continue with my first project, the development
of the ParticiPécs game, because I was doing so many other things at the
time. But still the Association blew me away and I remained an active participant: I was running games at schools, I was enthusiastically judging
the ideas students came up with in the frame of the Shape your City! and
ever since I have been frequently visiting the sunset viewing bench built on
the tunnel in Pécs. Later on I transformed from a volunteer into a co-worker. I am grateful for the Association having experienced that our environment is a determining factor in our lives and we are also able to shape our
environment. kultúrAktív is not only a community for professionals, but
also a continuously expanding, multicoloured, inclusive and open family.

I got to know the founding members of kultúrAktív in 2011, when they organised a conference called “Built Environment Education in Schools”
hosted in the Kunsthalle, Budapest. Sometime ago some of us were also
dealing with a similar topic, but I thought that this kind of activity would
remain a dormant cinder under the ashes. It was a great revelation for me
that finally it was time for organising architectural programs for children.
kultúrAktív was one of the first ones to set the enthusiastic goal of achieving
completeness in this topic with vigorous effort, and ever since they have
not only been doing an excellent and energetic job, but they are keeping
in check also similar initiatives popping up all over the country. All this
gives us hope that albeit slowly, but as a result of the activities working
on this topic, there will be results felt in the life of the future generation:
a better built environment and more conscious users and shapers of it.

LÁSZLÓ ÁDÁM has been documenting the programs organised by kultúrAktív for years, therefore
he is giving his introduction via his favourite photos
taken of the Association.

László Ádám
Expert on tourism

1. A dream come true: DANUrbanity game on the Danube embankment
2. We are interested in your opinion!: It is important for us that children can also say what they
are thinking about their built environment.
3. A succesful story: Urbanity, our most popular game
4. Teamplayers: Team building with scavenger hunt

Timeline
Inaugural meeting
in Karlsruhe

Kudimkar
for Children

Built Environment
Education

Team building
in Gödöllő

Törökbálint Main
Square renovation

Sfântu Gheorghe for
Children

The Jewish Quarter
of Budapest for Children

Urbanity

Architecture and Education conference series

Safecity

Symposium in the
Kunsthalle

ParticiPécs

Shape Your City

Team building
in Pécs

Team building
in Gödöllő

2013

conference
awards

2015

2012

2014
Budafok Main Square
renewal with children

TÉR-KÉP
competition
Pop-up Pest

community building
publication

safecity

Local Government

Ferencváros for
Children

Pécs for Children

projects

biztonság. város. közösség.

Playhellocity

2010

Pécs for Children
summer camp

Certificate of Appresafecityciation
by Ferencváros

Through children’s
eyes

kA blog is launched

2011

2009

2nd best youth
voluinteering program

Architecture and City
workshops

Eger for Children

Team building in Vienna
Built Environment Education in the Kindergarten
Paks for Children
The City is Yours
symposium
Vizes Város
Budapest

2017
2016

biztonság. város. közösség.

DANUrbanity

safecity Pestszentlőrinc-Pestbiztonság. város. közösség.

szentimre for Children

2019
2018

2020

Urbanity Highlights
of Hungary candidate

HERITAGE

LED2LEAP

Brașov for Children

Biatorbágy
for Children

Capacity Building for
Cultural Educators

CitizensLAB

Golden Cubes
Award Hungary

Employing a communications manager

Study in the Routledge
Companion to Games
in Architecture and
Planning book

Architecture and
Education conference
series
We joined
international networks

10 years in numbers
It is hard to summarise the experience accumulated and the results achieved in the last 10 years.
We achieve our goals when children experience
that they also have an impact on their environment.
When children are participating in the renewal of
the school courtyard and in park development
initiatives, when children install bird-feeders in
public areas or they express their opinion during
the main square renewal activities and all this have
such impact on them that later on they assume a
well-grounded, critical and active role in shaping
their built environment. When a teacher understands why it is important to deal with our everyday environment, gets to know the principles and
methods, which effectively help him/her in his/her
work and he/she integrates them into the everyday
work. When an architect explores why is it important to take into consideration the viewpoint of the
younger generation during planning, and this not
only makes the process more difficult but also enriches the process and final result in many ways.
These are individual results, individual stories. We
have collected lots of these in the last ten years.
Even if we cannot present all of them in this publication, we are trying to illustrate by numbers the
wide spectrum of results we have achieved.
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Our main goal is to encourage the
children to become more perceptive
of their built environment and spatial
culture. Through our activities we would like to
improve children’s and the young generation’s
ability to assume a responsible and active role
in preserving and further shaping their built environment. Therefore, our programs on the one
hand strengthen local identity and bond and on
the other hand critical thinking and a need for
quality environment, furthermore they are aimed
at making people more perceptive of aesthetic
and social matters.

2

Our other featured goal is to promote
and widely disseminate built environment education. Through our professional activity our aim is to draw the attention
of teachers and architects to the importance of
the architecture-education interface. Our professional activities are aimed at training experts and
multiplicators, who put the theory and methods of
built environment education into practice. We are
striving to increase their impact by fostering the
establishment of a professional network and by
organising various forums for professionals.

Every year hundreds of children participate
				
at our activities

10

city guide publications

More than 30 000 children and educational institutions
have access to our publications free
			
of charge

4

scope
We have implemented
projects in
countries

12

Educational games

and in

28

towns

2
3

Reference books

2

Methodological booklets

9

Conferences for professionals

4

Conference volumes
available online

Over 1000 participants at our programs
organised for professionals (trainings, lectures)
Network of professionals with over 100 members
Digital platforms (professional newsletter, blog)
Over

20

programs organised for professionals

10 years in numbers

3

results

Community actions
were accomplished in
towns
(Pécs, Törökbálint, Budafok, Budapest)

4

3

The basis of our pedagogical philosophy lies in the following: learning materialises in a mutual and continuous interaction with the environment. Built environment
education therefore includes the shaping of the
environment with the goal of creating a better, liveable environment, which responds to the needs of
the children and younger adults. Our activities are
aimed at establishing a quality environment and
strengthening the involvement of children.

4

Our results are due to our committed
and professionally competent members
and enthusiastic volunteers, who in the
last ten years strengthened our community with
their work.
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We involved children and young
adults in
participation planning
processes

6

5

It is extremely important for us to develop the theory and practice behind built
environment education, a relatively new
trend in pedagogy having gained more and more
relevance in recent years. In our work practice-oriented research gets special focus, and we present
these results in scientific publications and at national and international conferences organised for
professionals.

5

Doctoral researches

7

Scientific publications

40+

4

Participation at conferences

6

Cooperation with university faculties

4

University course plans

Involvement of hundreds of students

We represent

16

professions

6

6

We are committed to continuous professional development; therefore we consider international cooperation and training crucially important. The goal of international
cooperation is focusing on exchange of experience
and innovation resulting from cooperation.

3

7

30

14

members

volunteers

With

international projects

25+

We joined

international
organisations

4

international
networks

Publications

Research and writing are among
our key competencies. We are
continuously publishing city guidebooks for children, specialised
books for educators and architects,
educational and scientific articles.

Community-based
planning
Urban planning is close to our heart. We
elaborate individual participatory methods,
which effectively support the involvement of
children and young adults in shaping their
built environment, starting from the school
courtyard to the main square renewal.

Through our work we would like to achieve
that the topics, methods and mentality of
built environment education become part
of the work of more and more educators
and architects. For this purpose we organise conferences, symposiums, methodological trainings and university courses.

Development of games is our favourite activity. We believe that a
well-designed game is an excellent tool, which can sensitise the
younger generation to the topics
and issues of built environment
and foster their involvement in the
shaping of urban areas.

Activities

Programs for professionals

Games

Projects

Our creativity is unlimited when
it comes to developing activities
and workshops. We are continuously designing methods and
activity forms, which serve to
process the various aspects of
built environment in a versatile
and (inter)active manner. From
kindergarten to university.

Community building
The kultúrAktív community is the engine of
our activities. We strengthen the community by regularly organised club days, team
building events and informal meetings.
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The City is Yours

Editors of the series:
Ágnes Sebestyén and Eszter Tóth

AUTHORS: Nikoletta Izápy-Tóth, Zsuzsi Kopacz, Sarolta Rozgonyi, Ágnes
Sebestyén, Noémi Simó (Ugrai),
Mónika Szlaukó, Zsófia Szolga,
Eszter Tóth, Judit Tótpál, Vassné
Volf Klaudia
2010

2011

2011

2012

2012

Illustrators: Noémi Fazakas, Valér
Fekete, Judit Kecskés, Bernadett
Kozma, Mimma Nosek, László Ormay,
Erzsébet Orsós, Dávid Remsey,
Edina Simon, Veronika Simon-Ihász,
Dóri Sirály, Tünde Tomos

2014

2016

The common goal of the publications in our city
guide series, The City Is Yours, is to encourage
children to discover their hometown through playful tasks. In each book, the children are accompanied and guided in their adventures by a character related to that particular city, who talks about
local history in an entertaining and personal way,
and presents the natural and built values, the local
communities, trade, industry, infrastructure, and
institutions. Our aim is to create publications that
encourage children to navigate their environment
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2017

2018

2019

better, become more perceptive of its features,
and identify with their hometown through getting
to know it better. In addition to giving a comprehensive view of the city, the books also promote
independent exploration and opinion forming.
The methodology integrating interactive, playful
and creative tasks constitutes an important pillar
of the publications.
The publications are realised with the involvement
of local experts and institutions, furthermore with

the support of the respective local government. These books are distributed
free of charge among children living in
the given town and are offered to the
local educational institutions. In connection with the publications we also organise thematic summer camps, school
project days, and for the educators/teachers we organise events to present the
methodology so that they use the books
more widely and effectively, even linked
to school teaching.

Towns/cities, countries
Hungary: Pécs, Eger, The Jewish Quarter
of Budapest, Paks, Ferencváros, Biatorbágy, Pestszentlőrinc-Pestszentimre
Romania: Sfântu Gheorghe, Brașov

Built Environment
Education in the
Kindergarten
The book entitled Épített környezeti nevelés az
óvodában /Built Environment Education in the
Kindergarten/ highlights the role of the built environment in the development of children in kindergartens and provides methodological support to
pre-school educators, architects and parents who
are consciously trying to strengthen the connection between children and their built environment.
This book was first published as part of the Visual
education courses of the Eötvös Loránd University
Faculty of Primary and Pre-School Education, Kindergarten Education Programme and later on was
published independently based on the curriculum
of the Built Environment Education subject, which
was launched in 2016 by Gabriella Pataky, Head of
the Department of Visual Education at and by the
kultúrAktív Association.
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Besides presenting the general theory behind,
in the publication we provide a general overview
of the practical application of built environment
education in pre-schools, namely in what context architectural content is applied or can be
applied during activities organised in pre-school
education. The rich and versatile methodological
compilation constitutes the backbone of the publication containing well-defined and tested tasks
and game plans, which can be flexibly used in preschool education. The tasks are organised under
thematic weeks, thus the collection of exercises
offers help for one-off activities or for planning
entire thematic weeks. Illustrations with simple
line drawings help the understanding of the content, which are ideal for browsing together with
the children or inspire play.

Authors: Anna Guba,
Gabriella Pataky, Eszter Tóth
illustrator: Viola Rekvényi

RESULTS

EREDMÉNYEK
In Hungary this is the first publication, which discusses the theory and practice of built environment
education in the context of pre-school education.
The publication was published in 1000 copies, out of
which we handed out 30 copies to pre-school education institutions and 120 to pre-school educators.
Nearly 1000 STUDENTS participated at the visual
education courses, which have been part of the
Eötvös Loránd University Faculty of Primary and
Pre-School Education, Kindergarten Education
Programme since 2016.
So far TWO HUNDRED educators and pre-school educators have taken part at the events showcasing
the methodology behind.
The International Society for Education Through Art
(InSEA) endorsed and supported the publication
and added it to InSEA official, recommended literature and as a result InSEA launched the 3612+BuiltEnvironmentEducation international network.

The book was published
in the Gyermek-Város-Építészet
(Child-City-Architecture) series

HERITAGE
MOST IMPORTANT RESULTS:
10 educational materials,

2018 was the European Year of Cultural Heritage.
On this occasion we launched the HERITAGE project, which is aimed at drawing the attention of the
younger generation, children attending secondary
schools to the architectural heritage. HERITAGE
discusses topics related to the built heritage in an
understandable and interesting way embedded in
the present and especially in the everyday culture
of the younger generation. We compare historical
records with contemporary locations in order to
make built heritage more alive, current and relevant.
The goal is that young people start to think and talk
about built heritage, no matter whether they discuss
ancient monuments, or the messages and values

represented by contemporary street art. We support this by thought-, and debate-provoking questions. The educational materials therefore are not
providing information about specific buildings or
certain ages, but with the help of the past they inspire us to understand the present and to recognise
the values embedded in contemporary culture and
in the built environment. What will todays younger
generation leave behind for the next generation?
What kind of values will they create, which will become part of the built heritage in the future? We
made available ten thematic educational materials
on our web-based platforms. A teacher’s handbook is also published for educators interested in
the topic.

one teacher’s handbook and
a related associative game
were published, which can be
downloaded from our webbased platforms.

Várrom?

Authors: Eszter Tóth,
Ágnes Sebestyén
Graphic design: Eszter Kapitány
Photographs: András Bán
Age group: 14 to 18
years old

CITY, COUNTRY:

Romkocsma?

Hungary,
Budapest
Over 1000 downloads.
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Our members

Anna Guba
Pre-school educator

I got in touch with kultúrAktív thanks to my fellow student and good friend,
Ágnes Sebestyén. She kept saying that this Association was for me as it
was dealing with architecture and children at the same time. Finally I got
blown away by kultúrAktív. I get a lot here: knowledge about built environment education, a new perspective and the possibility of meeting special people. I was lucky to experience so many nice things: we built models
with the children, I was leading a game, I was presenting, we had lots of
conversations and played a lot together. I enjoyed all the team building
weekends in Vienna, Pécs and Gödöllő. I especially love the club days. For
me the most uplifting moment was when after a long learning process,
I could finally hold the book in my hands, which we had been working on
together: Built Environment Education in the Kindergarten.

For me the kultúrAktív means a group of professionals, where anything or
even the opposite can happen and where we can work in a free spirit by
sometimes leaving the strict framework of our profession. This is an inspirational community where I can understand the relationship between
built environment and humans from a new perspective. Every program
enriched me with new observations for my daily way of exercising my profession, make it education, research, planning or chief architect position.
The same applied for my community life. There is little time left for communication with the younger generation, but for the purposes of community living and shaping community areas it is crucial to get to know what
they are thinking and learn more about their spatial use. In the last seven
years spent with the Association I have acquired a lot of knowledge, which
influenced not only my professional life, but also my personality.
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The Association found me, a fresh city and architecture enthusiast in the
seventh grade. Basically I got invited to one of their activities and from
this point on these became our activities. I participated at the first introduction of Urbanity, which has been continuously developed by the
Association ever since and which also won an award. I immediately found
the community and the goal very nice. In my opinion this is a very important activity both for children and for professionals. The Association has
an attitude- and lifestyle changing impact, also on me. The company and
the activities are extremely diversified due the members and interested
participants coming from all walks of life and all of them can add to the
mix something of their own or something very unique.

János Gyergyák

Eszter Gyárfás

Chief architect, Professor

Architect

Ákos Rékasi
Student

It was back in 2012 when I participated for the first time in a kultúrAktív
project. This was a sensitising activity accomplished together with primary school students from Budafok combined with community-based
planning. This cooperation was a defining experience for me, both at
professional and personal level. It was amazing to see how the values
defining the association materialised during the joint work: besides
professional capacity and commitment, our work was formed by trust,
transparency and endless openness. In the last years I have learnt a lot
not only about built environment education, but also about the operation
of an organisation. During the elaboration of the programs playfulness
and the development of hard and soft skills have always been very important besides consciousness, similarly to taking the work of our own and
of the younger generation seriously or the principle of wanting to learn
and develop (which also applies to us). This attitude characterises the
Association ever since and this is the reason why it has been a joy and
a great learning (for me) to create together with kultúrAktív ever since.
I would really like to feel exactly the same in 10 years’ time!
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Our members

Nóra Böhler
Museum educator

It’s a small world! – goes the saying when people quickly find out that
there is a mutual acquaintance between two people who just met. I have
experienced this moment many times at kultúrAktív. If I look back into the
projects, these connections are organised in a network and when one of
the points of the network moves, it has an impact on the others: certain
parts of the net get stronger, others loosen up, but the bond remains and
new ones develop. It is the big strength of the team that we continuously
weave these nets. Here I mention two projects closest to my heart: in the
frame of the competition entitled Vizes város, Budapest due to the efforts
of dozens of collaborating partners things of an unusual new quality were
born and the related website guards this knowledge repository in a reusable manner. In the case of Urbanity this happened the other way round: the
game was brought to life as a result of a joint action of the contemporary
artistic scene, which ever since has grown into several thematic versions.

Architects are vain people and the field of built environment education is
a cross-section of the material world created by humans and of the social
perception, which entices us that an understanding, caring and critical audience can be formed. Even though I have been following the work
carried out by kultúrAktív from the very beginning, I have only joined the
Association in 2019 following the completion of my architectural studies in
the Netherlands. In the LED2LEAP project we are focusing on topics related
to the involvement of young people, we develop games and we assess the
possibilities of school courtyard renewals. The goal is to establish a platform, which also after the 3-year project period can contribute to the propagation of the democratic values inherent in participation. I am hoping that
we can enrich each other’s passes also in the future and for a very long time.
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Architecture, play, children, exploration, past, future, creating, shaping,
recognition, brainstorming, adventure, good company, quality. These are
the words, which mean together the things that are important for me in
the kultúrAktív Association. ”Don’t just look, see.” As an architect, it is
very important for me to give the tools to the children, which can help
them see and sense more and express their opinion about buildings,
towns and the place where they live. The book series published by the
Association and entitled The City is Yours is a great tool and I was very
pleased that I could be the author of the book Ferencváros for Children.
These books provide a fantastic basis for camps, walks in the streets and
it can be well attached to the Urbanity boardgame. It is great to experience
when children explore their own ideas about the city and when they dare
to create, build and last but not least share their opinion, critical remarks
and ideas. I am so pleased to be member of the team for 5 years now.
I believe that our work is important and contributes to building a future.

Ilka Demény

Erzsébet Demeter-Guba

Architect

Museum educator

Nikoletta Izápy-Tóth
Architect

If I think about kultúrAktív, the first thing that comes to my mind is a fairytale castle with a huge garden and everyone can add a little bit to it from
their own personality and professional expertise. The building and the
garden are continuously expanding and are becoming more elaborate,
but it keeps its harmony on the whole and those who are part of the construction and those who look at it from the outside all get a great feeling.
I joined the Association when I was a university student. There were times
when I could get involved more actively in the activities, but sometimes
I took on too much and I was unable to complete what I had started. Later
on it was possible to restart things. I am grateful that there is a very loving
openness in this community and such an impetus, which can captivate
me. It is great to see the numerous angles where from built environment
education can be approached. I had the opportunity to get know people
with very different professional backgrounds, I could learn a lot from them
and I was lucky to work with them during various joint projects.
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Shape Your City!
During the complex program entitled “Shape Your
City!” students of Pécs came up with ideas to turn
the public areas of the city into a nicer and liveable
environment.

1.

STEP– PARTICIPÉCS GAME

A team of secondary school students, university
students and experts developed jointly the ParticiPécs board game. The basis of the game is the
city of Pécs, while its frame story is reality itself.
How can we turn our living environment into a better, liveable and more interesting place? How can
we participate in shaping our town? Similarly to
real life, the game also offers various possibilities:
players can plant trees, fight for the preservation
of heritage sites, lease an allotment in the community garden or organise a street festival while
thinking together about urban development and
community life. And in the meanwhile the town is
constantly changing…
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2.

STEP – PARTICIPÉCS AT SCHOOL

We organised nine activities in seven Pécs-based
schools. Pupils while playing with the Partici-Pécs
boardgame had the possibility to get to know various action patterns and within the secure framework of the game they could try to shape the town
by small-scale interventions. Following this, they
could design an intervention at a public venue selected by them. In the frame of these activities 180
pupils elaborated the ideas of 35 interventions. 15
ideas were presented at an exhibition organised
for the local decision-makers and residents.

3.

STEP – INTERVENTIONS
AT PUBLIC SPACES

In the third stage of the program we implemented
the interventions designed by the pupils. Three ideas were accomplished in community-based cooperation. Pupils, architecture students, PhD students
and educators gained a lot of experience and knowledge, while several public areas of the town have become more liveable and lovable.

Project manager: Eszter Tóth
Game development team: Lili Divéki, Róbert
Garamvölgyi, János Gyergyák, Ákos Herner,
Dávid Ignácz, Réka Katona, Csilla Nagy,
Réka Németh, Dávid Orcsik,
Anikó Plutzer, Laura Schillinger
ParticiPécs activists: Réka Borbás, Renáta Borbás, Bence Gál, Anett Mózes, Péter Pajor,
Csaba Kovács, Tóthné Pfaff Éva, Péter Zilahi
Graphic designer: Dóri Sirály
Age group:
13 to 18 years pupils/students

Urbanity
Urbanity is a dialogue-based boardgame. Players
form their opinion about various urban phenomena
with the help of yes or no questions. The excitement
of the game is in the topicality of the questions, in
the joy of dialogue, in the extreme diversity of the
opinions and in the recognition of the fact that
everyone has the right and possibility to share their
opinion. Since the debut of the boardgame in 2015
at the Off Biennale, we have brought together 800
players with diverse backgrounds – young and old,
experts and laymen, people who knew each other
and those who never met before, decision-makers and citizens – to allow them to share and collide their opinion during a flash game about the
urban phenomena or current changes having an
impact on them. The game inspired multiple civil
partners to cooperate, enriching the discussion
about city life.

		
2.

SCHOOL URBANITY

This game, which is adapted to the age group 14
to 18 years old turns the school class upside down
within a second. Secondary schools pupils discuss
changes that have or could have an impact on their
own neighbourhood during the game.
		
1.

STREET URBANITY

Will someone say something, if a passenger puts
his/her feet up on the seat? Would you try a meal,
which was prepared from food thrown into the garbage bin? Is a housing estate considered heritage?
Players addressed at public places exchange their
opinion about the daily operation and actual trends
of the capital.

		
3.

FOR A GREENER BUDAPEST!

In the frame of our game entitled Budapest Zöld
(Budapest Green) we have been dealing with turning the 13th district of the capital into a greener
place and with the development of green areas.
The game is the result of the cooperation with the
Belsőkertek Csoport (Indoor Garden Group).
		
4.

HOW TO BE A MINIMALIST?

In our game entitled Simplicity and developed for
the Messzelátó Association players can debate
about minimalist city life and they can also make
lifestyle-changing decisions.
		
5.

HERITAGE. FOR ME.

We prepared our DANUrbanity game in cooperation with the Hungarian Contemporary Architecture
Centre for mapping and utilising the built, natural,
cultural and hidden heritage of the communities living alongside the River Danube.
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Safecity
CONFERENCE SERIES
Crime prevention through environmental design 		
1.
– CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH
establishes tended and quality urban areas by the 		
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
deliberate shaping of the environment and by the 		
collaboration of the community, where any age
We organised our conference series having four
groups feels safe and at home. In the frame of the
Safecity project we promoted environment shap- parts around various topics of crime prevention
through environmental design: we covered the naing possibilities in Hungary, which are important
in terms of crime prevention through environmen- tional and international best practises, furthermore
the role and opportunities of the local communities
tal design. In cooperation with the National Crime
Prevention Council and Lechner Knowledge Cen- and educational institutions.
tre we launched a comprehensive program series, .
whereby alongside the exercising architects, students specialising in architecture, local and school
communities also had the chance to get to know
what crime prevention through environmental design was about.

		
2.

PILOT TRAINING IN HIGHER EDUCATION

In cooperation with various Hungarian universities
(BME, SZIE, ELTE, PTE) we launched a pilot training programme in the frame of the architect, landscape architect and environment psychologist education programme. Students participating in the
interdisciplinary programme learn about the principles of crime prevention through environmental
design by reflecting on the life of a municipality.
		
3.
		
		

MUNICIPALITY-LEVEL COOPERATION
FOR CRIME PREVENTION THROUGH
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN

In the frame of the pilot project we cooperated with
the town leadership and leaders of the institutions
of Törökbálint, with experts, who are familiar with
crime prevention through environmental design
and urban planning, furthermore we cooperated with university partners and civils in order to
improve the security of the town and to establish
a model which can be adopted to other towns.

4.

		

EDUCATION FOR A SAFER SCHOOL
ENVIRONMENT

Together with the educators of the Vécsey János
Girls’ Dormitory (Vécsey János Lánykollégium)
located in Óbuda, we elaborated an innovative educational program built on experiential education.
As a result the students had the possibility to get
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acquainted with the various aspects of crime prevention through environmental design and through
a community-based planning process they turned
the internal and external areas of the dormitory
into a safer place.

Cooperation

We
strengthen
each other

We innovate
together
In the last ten years we have been working together
with fantastic partners: civil organisations and local governments, schools and universities, museums and architectural firms, experts and of course
children. We have learnt a lot with and from them.
We evolved together. During the cooperation new
avenues opened up and we also tried to draw the
attention of others to new avenues, topics, aspects,
methods, issues and solutions.
From the very beginning our goal was to cooperate with as many organisations, institutions, experts and professions as possible, because we
believe that this is the way we can develop, innovate and have as large an impact as possible. We
do our best to establish quality relationships with
our partners, whereby everyone can add their
professional expertise, personal experience and
individual approach.

We learn
from each
other

We connect
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Cooperation
trainings/courses

Lectures

Project days
SCHOOLS

ARCHITECTURAL FIRMS
Curriculum
development

Trainings
/courses
Projects

Practical
exercises

CIVIL ORGANISATIONS
UNIVERSITIES

CULTURAL INSTITUTIONS

Education

Projects
Programs organised
for professionals

Course plans

Programs organised
for children

Community-based
planning
PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS

MUNICIPALITIES

Community actions

Trainings

Publications

Strategies

Programs for
professionals

Our partners

Imre Bálint
Chamber of Hungarian Architects,
Representative responsible
for visual education

All societies, which were continuously changing during the previous
thousands of years, developed their own culture according to the given
era. Visual culture is no different, however we do not talk much about
it these days. The Chamber of Hungarian Architects realised this niche
and started a gap-filling activity. As a first step it searched for expert
partners. kultúrAktív Association seemed a potential candidate and our
cooperation of over three years surely proves this. The development of
visual thinking is crucial starting from childhood. We started this work
in the frame of activities organised for kindergartens at national level
and with the collaboration of kultúrAktív. The specialised training of kindergarten educators also started. With the support of the Chamber the
book entitled Built Environment Education in the Kindergarten was published. Currently preparatory works are under way in the 7th district to
launch the next program series. On behalf of the Chamber of Hungarian
Architects we are wishing kultúrAktív successful work also in the future.

The cooperation of the two organisations goes back to a few years, because our goal is the same: initiate a dialogue about built environment
and urban development, which we can achieve jointly in a more effective
manner. We developed a joint boardgame, which was dealing with the
possibilities offered by the Danube embankments, we organised joint
programmes for children and we participated at conferences and lectures. KÉK launched last year the ArchiKids urban festival based on a foreign example. Our goal is to address especially children and families. In
this context our cooperation may even pursue closer ties with kultúrAktív.
We hope that in some kind of form we will be able to celebrate together
the Budapest 100 organised by KÉK and the 10th birthday of kultúrAktív!
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As an environment psychologist, who is trying to spread her wings, I have
met kultúrAktív Association in the last 10 years in various forms, in many
cases (which is extremely likeable) even without knowing that I am in
touch with the Association: I have “only” seen good initiatives, excellent
books and games elaborated for children and supporting spatial orientation and local knowledge and I received invitations to discussions and
conferences with young, enthusiastic and smart experts. As time went
by, kultúrAktív Association has become more and more visible to me and
also to the experts. With this respect we both have gone through a similar
journey: environment psychology, which was founded by me, got stronger also during the same period, what I can attribute in a great extent also
to the cooperation with kultúrAktív Association. Projects whereby we are
cooperating (for example Safecity) or projects whereby we are partners side-by-side (for example the school garden project) through various levels and style of collaborations continuously confirm the fact that
I have already known: nowadays in Hungary it is possible to carry out
a built environment education / recognition project without kultúrAktív,
but it is not worth it. Congratulations kultúrAktív! Keep it going!

Andrea Dúll
Environment psychologist, Doctor of the Hungarian Academy of
Sciences (MTA), Eötvös Loránd
University, Head of Department
of Economic and Environmental
Psychology, Professor of the
Budapest University of Technology and Economics (BME)
Department of Sociology and
Communication

Tímea Szőke

Gábor Reith

Project manager of Budapest100.

Master teacher

KÉK – Contemporary

Head of the Institute, Vécsey

Architecture Centre

János Girls’ Dormitory

The Safecity secondary school crime prevention through environmental
design pilot project was realised in the Vécsey János Girls’ Dormitory.
The experiential education methods (contemporary live books, debate
theatre, film making, forum, workshops, public space shaping, community-based planning) applied during the program motivated the students
of the dormitory, its teachers and the Safecity colleagues. The jointly
elaborated programs and methodologies can be well inserted into the
programs of not only dormitories, but other public education institutions.
The different age groups could communicate and cooperate well during
the joint activity, the programs certainly benefited from this diversity. We
would like to say special thanks to the entire Safecity program team for
their high-quality and committed approach and attitude.
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Our partners

Beáta Csehné
Berényi
Teacher, Budaörs Primary
School Nr. 1.

At the beginning of our cooperation I organised the gamemaster training for the Urbanity boardgame in our school in order to introduce the
essence of the game to a wider audience and to insert the game into
teachers’ everyday work. It was a great success! We discussed with the
students how they would alter their environment. The children came up
with actually realisable ideas and plans and they listed their arguments
to convince each other about their ideas. We continue the cooperation:
in the frame of the LED2LEAP international project, in cooperation with
the Szent István University we will be rethinking school public areas and
school courtyards. Based on my experience so far, I managed to get to
know a very positive, creative, dynamic team full of ideas with whom I am
pleased to plan the environment of future schools.

As the professional heritage guard of Budapest 18th district I have been
dreaming of a local publication for over 10 years with the goal of addressing
the primary school pupils with a colourful design and which was able to call
to action. I am collecting this kind of works, I have also written my thesis as
student teacher about mapping the possibilities of local history education. In
2018 a candidate applicant brought one book of the kultúrAktív Association
series to the museum for a job interview. This book was about Ferencváros
and the graphic design and the structure of the book appealed to me immediately. Luckily the office manager of our local government also loved it
and soon after in 2018 we contacted the Association and together with Eszter
Tóth we started the preparation of the book. Great teamwork, beautiful and
useful end result, more book launches to the teachers: in 2019 the book entitled Pestszentlőrinc—Pestszentimre for Children was distributed to 21 primary schools, to 1200 pupils in the 4th grade.
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Zsuzsanna Heilauf
Historian, Museologist
Director of the Tomory
Lajos Museum

In the life of a local government the possibility flickered by the Association basically showed the future to us and set a roadmap to the local
government. The world is changing, the requirements are also changing
and the local governments have to open up the platforms of cooperation
with the civil organisations. Continuous reconciliation, working groups
and playful possibilities help to achieve the goal, which will result in
a lovable and human-friendly town. In the town of Törökbálint this pioneer
work was started by kultúrAktív Association and this was united by the
Safecity project tightly encompassing public safety with implications for
the town and residents. Public safety, liveable urban environment, thinking together, people and civil organisations, reconciliation and great harmony which was brought to us by the Association. With expertise, knowledge and desire to act! We are very grateful to you!

Bánáti + Hartvig
Architectural Firm

Krisztián Géczy
Deputy Mayor
Törökbálint

When I think about kultúrAktív I recall a workshop involving “jumping” on
a table. During this workshop we had amazing atmosphere while discussing
crime prevention through environmental design. However, we have known
each other earlier: we participated at a Safecity conference. After this we
invited the Association to our office in order to get a deeper insight into the
topic. The focus of the workshop was on the reduction of crime in public
areas, increasing the sense of security and their relation to the built environment. The topic was not unknown to us, but with the help of kultúrAktív
we managed to think about it in a more concentrated manner and we elaborated a systematic summary, sometimes by even climbing up on the table.
Soon after we also contacted environment psychologist Andrea Dúll, who
closely collaborates with the Association. The awareness-raising work
with her had also an impact on our current penitentiary institute designing
project: our goal – which is to design penitentiary institutes which support
the active and useful reintegration of inmates to society – got more focus
in the design. We hope that our relationship with kultúrAktív will not stop
here and we will also have the possibility to cooperate in the future!
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Future plans

It’s time to re-think and re-word our goals and
plans. Therefore we are starting the second 10
years with a strategy creation process and as a
first step we have collected all the things we wish
for in the following 10 years. We would like to say
farewell with these positive thoughts:

We would like to spend the following 10 years with
performing activities, which strengthen the relationship between people and their neighbourhoods.
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We are dreaming of individuals and communities, who consciously and constructively
shape their own neighbourhoods on a daily
basis; people who are attached to and feel responsible for their neighbourhoods. In our vision people embrace their roots in a positive
manner and they consider fundamental the
establishment, shaping, nurturing and passing on to the following generations the values
of their neighbourhoods.
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Built environment and the neighbourhood
of the children shall receive more emphasis
in formal and informal education!
We want more and better games with
topics related to towns, cities!
We want to conquer the country
with our live boardgames!
We want that the aspects of children and
young adults are applied in built environment design and built environment development! Let us enjoy the spaces established
with the involvement of children!

We visualise a built environment, which is
liveable and safe and which inspires especially children and the youth and supports
them in their development. In our vision
the experience and knowledge obtained at
the neighbourhood inspire young adults to
explore their neighbourhood and to understand their own roles in the establishment
of their environment and community.

Every town should have its own Tiéd a város
(The City is Yours) book!
We want that more novel, innovative and
creative methods and experiences support
the practice of built environment education!
We want our own office!

We want that our programmes and courses
/trainings organised for professionals line
up more and more architects and educators
behind built environment education!
We want that our theoretical knowledge
repository expands and we can share
it with a wide range of audiences in the
form of specialised publications!
We want that our trans-sectoral and interprofessional projects support innovation,
exchange of knowledge and networking!
We want that our international relations
inspire and strengthen the built environment
education practice in Hungary!
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